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Java Application Showcase What is Java? Java is the most widely used object-oriented programming language. Java applications run on Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and Solaris, and many other operating systems. Start your programming career by studying Java SE (Java Standard Edition) and teach yourself to develop professional applications for desktop PCs, such as utilities and games. To get
started, download and install the latest Java Development Kit (JDK), and NetBeans IDE today! The Java Development Kit (JDK) contains all the tools you need to compile code and run newly written applications. The NetBeans IDE (integrated development environment) is an optional software utility that makes all these tools more accessible. Java Intermediate Java Professional Training and Certifications
Entry Level Online Classes and Tutorials Read this Java training report from participants. Books and Book Forums International Forum Share tips with fellow Java developers online on your mother's tongue. More and more of the international community of Teaching Java in Schools with NetBeans IDE The NetBeans in Education Community brings together people who are dealing with Javanese teaching,
Computer Science or are only interested in new ways of using the internet in the classroom. Contact us for netbeans platform development class! If you hear of a good source that helps you learn Java, let us know and we add it to the list. Java Technologies Orientation Java Standard Edition — Start with Java technology by learning how to develop desktop applications and browser applets with Java SE.
JavaFX Script — To learn how to create visually expressive graphics applications, continue by learning JavaFX. Java Micro Edition — In order to develop apps for mobile phones and smart cards, continue with learning Java ME. Java Enterprise Edition — To develop enterprise and web applications such as online stores, continue by studying Java EE. Netbeans IDE, started as a student project known as
Xelfi in the past, is a popular IDE developed with the aim of making Delphi like an IDE for Java. First developed in 1996, the company has evolved into a complete IDE for Enterprise-scale software development. With excellent integrated capabilities such as connection manager, integrated Glassfish server and resource manager, Netbeans IDE makes development fairly easy for novice developers. This
article has been created with the aim of guiding each developer on how to get the most out of Netbeans Ideas and their features.2. Install Netbeans IDE2.1 PrerequisitesFor the tutorial, we will download the Netbeans IDE for Java EE. This will require Java 8 pre-installed to prevent obstacles during the tutorial. Java installation version can be verified by using java command --version at prompt or terminal
depending on OS.2.2 Download and Install Netbeans IDENetbeans IDE is available in the various flavors shown below. For this purpose we will continue with the Java EE download version of Netbeans IDE 8.2. A list of downloads can be found here. It is available for all popular operating systems and unlike other IDs, there is also an independent os version of Netbeans available for download. For now, we
will continue with the os specific download version.Netbeans IDE DownloadsOnce downloaded, the installation process is quite easy. Just run setup and follow the installation process. Once installed, start the IDE. It may take some time to load all modules. Once loaded, you should be greeted by this screen if everything goes perfectly with the installation of the .Netbeans IDE – Welcome to ScreenLet we
now start by learning about using Netbeans IDE.3. Understanding the Interface IDE NetbeansNetbeans IDE has a very minimalist design when compared to such people. The toolbar originally contained a limited number of buttons. Its use has been described below.Netbeans IDE - Base ButtonFile Button Operation: The first group of buttons marked in Red indicates the button for file operation. The first
button is used to create a new file. The second button is dedicated to the creation of a new project. The third button is used to open a file or project as a necessity. The fourth button is used to save all change files when needed. Undo Action button: The button is used to undo or repeat changes when developing code. Build, Run, and Debug controls: These controls are used when a project must be created
or run. The first button in the blue marked group is used to build the project. The build process involves a complete compilation, linking, and bytecode process, or the creation of executable files. The second button is the Clean &amp;amp; Build. This cleans the files generated from the previous build and re-creates all versions of the compiled files. The next button is used to run the project with the default
configuration while the button next to it allows you to debug when necessary. The last button is the profiling execution button. This makes it possible to run the project in profiling mode. In addition to the toolbar, you can see three tabs in the left pane - Project, File &amp; Service. Of these, currently only the Services tab contains multiple objects depending on the version and taste of your IDE. Netbeans
provides many very useful features such as this service. The Services tab stores a list of Databases, restful service instances, servers, repositories, test drivers, and more. The service allows you to get an interface to test these components and interact with them immediately. We'll see this as we move on.4. Working with Netbeans IDE4.1 Create the first project in our Netbeans IDELet starting with the
creation of the first project. To start the first project, navigate to File -&gt; New or simply press the New Project button described above. This should open a small window as shown below.Netbeans New New the purpose of the tutorial, we will continue with java application. Select the Java application in the right-hand pane and click Next. The next step asks for the selection of project names, locations, and
folders. Select the required details and click Next. The image below shows these details filled in.Netbeans New Project DetailsUnting click Done, you should be able to see that your first class is automatically created. The project appears in the Projects window and the MainClass appears in the editor. A snapshot of how it appears is shown below.Netbeans First ProjectSedit The MainClass as shown below
to begin to understand the basic controls for running our first program. MainClass.javapackage com.javacodegeeks; /** * * @author abhishekkothari */ MainClass public class { /** * @param args command line argument */ public static void main(String[] args) { System.out.println(Hello there! Welcome to Java Code Geeks) } } Now click the save button or Navigate to File -&gt; Save to save the file. We
accidentally missed the semicolon in the code above. When you paste the code in your editor, you will see a red line under System.out.println(Hello there! Welcome to the Java Code Geeks) statement. The red line indicates an error in the statement. Netbeans automatically builds code in the backend to identify potential compilation problems first. To know more about the error, simply hover over the red
mark on the left side of the editor. This will show you the tooltip as shown below to help you understand the error.Netbeans Error TooltipWith tooltip, Netbeans also provides instructions. Just press Alt+Enter. This will take you to the end of the line and suggest what needs to be done. This way, Netbeans plays the role of ide by dynamically helping you solve problems. Place the semicolon at the end of the
line with error.4.2 Build the first projectOnce code ready, the next step is to build and run the project. In the top bar, you'll be able to see two buttons for building a project. The buttons are Build and Clean &amp;amp; Build. To explain the purpose of both buttons, one needs to have a basic understanding of what happens when a project is built. In the case of Java, on the build project, it compiles java files
into class files. These files are placed in a folder named bin in the corresponding project folder. Clean &amp;amp; Button Build clean up this class file and recompile the complete project code again when the Build button, simply compile the required files. The project can also be built using shortcuts for these keys. Build: F11Clean &amp;amp; Build: Shift+F11 The task can also be performed by navigating
to the Run-&gt;Build Project &amp;amp; menu item Run-&gt;Clean Build Project. Another possible way is to right-click the project and select the option Execute and Debug the first ProjectOnce project successfully built, the code will be ready to run. To carry out projects, projects, is many ways. The simplest way is the F6 shortcut key. This runs the code with its default configuration. Another possible way
out is to use the green play button to execute the code. At executing the code, it should display the output as shown below.Netbeans Java Code OutputIni is how you can run a simple Java project in the Netbeans IDE. Let's modify the code further to include a little more lines. MainClass.javapackage com.javacodegeeks; import java.util.Scanner; /** * * @author abhishekkothari */ MainClass public class { /**
* @param args command line argument */ public static void main(String[] args) { Scanner in = new Scanner(System.in); String name = in.next(); sayHello(name); } sayHello(String name){ System.out.println(Hello +name); } } Now, we'll understand the debugging process. Debugging is to run the code step by step to analyze the possible causes of the error. To debug code from a specific line, we need to add
a breakpoint. To add a breakpoint, click Simple on the line number on the left side of the editor as shown below.Netbeans DebuggingIn sequence to start with the debugging process, press the debugging key shown below or use the shortcut Ctrl +F5. The NetbeansOnce debugging debugging button starts, the code stops on the statement in which you have been marked for debugging. There are 5 useful
operations if each debugging is described below. Top Step(Shortcut-F8): Steps on the current statement and ignore any expressions or function calls that may exist in the statement. Step Over Expression(Shift Shortcut+F8): As the name suggests, it simply oversreads the expression in the statement and allows you to check the value after the evaluation of the expression. Login(Shortcut-F7): Steps into the
function call and jump to the first line of each function call in the statement. Step Out(Shortcut-Cmd/Ctrl+ F7): Step out of the function after stepping into it. Run to cursor(Shortcut-F4): Runs the code until the statement where the cursor is pointing is currently. The button is shown in the image below. Use the keys to run the code step by step. The Debug Debugging process button comes with many
windows to help resolve the problem faster. This list of windows can be found by navigating to Window -&gt; as shown below. Debugging Window Options Window variables make it possible to track changes that occur in debugged code variables while the watch allows to keep watching on variables as well as expressions. The Call Stack and Loaded classes window makes it possible to track debugging
flows when jumping files in a project. The breakpoints window displays a list of breakpoints in the full project. &amp;amp; The thread provides a list of running threads for the current debugging session. Source and debugging window used to view relevant sources and debugging streams.4.4 Versioning in Netbeans IDEUnlike Eclipse IDE, Netbeans coming with support for various versioning systems as
shown in the image below. Using these features is fairly easy.Netbeans Versioning supportIn instructed to initialize the repository for all types of application versions from above, simply navigate to Git/Mercurial/Subversion-&gt;Initialization Repository to create a repository for the current project. Likewise, use the cloning option to clone the remote repository. After the initialized or cloned repository is used,
other options for version deployment operations are automatically added.4.5 Refactoring class names &amp;amp; Variable nameRefactoring is the process of making global changes to a specific item. The simplest refactoring operation is to rename a specific keyword or identifier. For example, if you want to rename a java class that has been created, we need to rename the class as well as the java file.
With Netbeans refactoring, changes to one instance are automatically reflected on another instance. To use refactoring to rename, select the MainClass class name and navigate to Refactor-&gt;Rename or simply use the relevant shortcut (Ctrl+R for MacOS). A small dialog opens asking for a new name. Enter a new name and note the changes that occurred. Renaming classas can be seen in the image
below, the class name and file name have been changed. It doesn't just change this. If any objects are initialized as this class, their initialization code will also be updated immediately. After Rename RefactoringAda is a group of refactoring operations each with their significance. For example, move and remove the safe focus to find all instances of class usage and change them according to the operation
between finishes. Secure removal helps in identifying potential places where errors may occur.4.6 Code formatting and setting importFormatting code is an important operation when it comes to large code files. With Netbeans, it's pretty simple. You can format the code using simple shortcuts or by navigating to Source -&gt; Format. Shortcut keys are mentioned in the menu itself. For Mac OSx, the shortcut
key is Ctrl+Shift+F.In large code, we tend to use multiple imports and keep modifying the code frequently. In addition, developers often have a habit of pasting code from various forums. In such cases, a person faces the situation of too many missing imports. In both of the above cases, we need to do a simple task of organizing the import. Setting up import will essentially remove the disused import and add
the necessary imports for the code to compile. In case of ambiguity in the import, the import organizer also requests the desired import from the developer. To set up the import, simply navigate to Source-&gt;The import organise and the necessary operations will be performed.4.7 Enhancing Netbeans with the power of pluginNetbeans with modular component-based architecture has a large scope of
improvement. Netbeans IDE can be easily upgraded additional plugins at any time such as eclipse IDE. The process of adding features to the Netbeans IDE is quite simple. Navigate to Plugins -&gt; Tools. This will open a window similar to the one shown below.Netbeans Plugin Install Tab plugins are available providing a list of plugins that are already available in the Netbeans Repository but have not been
installed to the current Netbeans Installation. It can also be used to add support for different programming languages in the future. Downloaded tabs allow you to install third-party Netbeans plugins that may be available. For example, the HTML5 funpack plugin can be easily downloaded as an .nbm file and installed using the downloaded plugins tab. Any installed plugins can be found in the installed tabs.
One can remove or update installed plugins from the same window.4.8 Useful shortcutsWhen it comes to the IDE, certain shortcuts are useful for speeding up the development process. This section discusses some of the most useful shortcuts for the development process. All of these shortcuts can be found in the Navigation menu. The shortcut keys mentioned below may differ from version to version.
Relevant shortcut keys can be found from the Navigation menu. Find files: These are shortcuts often used by developers working on mid- to large-scale projects. In the Netbeans IDE, it is quite easy to find files using the Find a File window. To open this window, use the shortcut keys Ctrl+Shift+O to find and open the file instantly. Find type: Type is a class or interface if the file is Java. Type search is useful
when trying to find a specific class from a third-party jar or compiled code file. Type search can be performed using the Shortcut Cmd/Ctrl + O.Go to symbol: This option is useful for jumping directly to a specific function call or variable declaration in one of the project files at any point in time. It displays a list of occurrences of specific symbols in your Netbeans core files and project files. The shortcut key for
this is the Preferences Ctrl + Shift + Cmd/Alt + O.4.9 Netbeans IDE Preferences Idenetbeans allows you to customize your experience with the Netbeans IDE. The Netbeans preferences pane can be opened by navigating to Netbeans Preferences -&gt; for MacOS Preferences and Tools -&gt; if there is another operating system that is, Windows or Linux. The window that appears will be as shown
below:Netbeans Preferences There is much to explore in this preference. However, we will explore only the most important preferences for developers. First tab - General is seen above. It contains simple settings that will be required for web projects. It can be used to configure web browsers, proxy settings and decide whether to allow reporting of usage to Netbeans or not. Second tab - Editor contains very
important options. Pictures below shows the first important tab in editor settings – Formatting. When coding long files, it becomes awkward to without properly formatted code. Formatting Preferences lets you customize formatting settings including spacing and tab size for each language. Settings can be selectively changed for a specific language or collectively changed for all languages together.
Formatting preferences The next important setting is Code Template preferences. Netbeans IDE provides many pre-programmed Code templates to accelerate your development. A code template is a combination of short letters programmed to automatically create prefix codes. The image below shows the code template window. An important configuration to note here is Expand Active Templates. This
determines how you prefer to use code templates. Code Templates Code Templates Can be edited at any time. It is also possible to add a new code template as needed or better organize it by deleting unnecessary templates. The code template also allows the use of variables to be replaced later. Third tab - Fonts &amp;amp; Colors are used to configure how the Netbeans IDE looks. When developers
have to work for the long term on the IDE, it's important that visually pleasing eyes and font sized are appropriate to allow for code understanding. Netbeans provides many preset themes to speed up the process. However, we can also add other themes by downloading presets from third-party sites or creating our own presets. These settings can be language-specific as well as global as needed. Fourth
tab - KeyMap is a very important tab to accelerate your development. This allows you to configure shortcuts for endless task lists. Unlike other IDE' s, it provides the option to view the list as HTML to comfortably view a list of shortcuts. Each shortcut can be defined with a unique key combination. If the combination is duplicate, it will automatically remove the shortcut key combination from the previous
shortcut. Netbeans Shortcut Configuration optionIn large organizations, it is better to have the same set of combinations that work across all systems. To enable it, Netbeans allows you to save configurations if shortcuts need to be replicated on multiple systems. This is possible using the Export and Import options shown above. The remaining tabs allow you to configure language-specific settings such as
build tools, compiler directories, and other Tools.4.10 Managing Working setsA work setsA is a list of projects you currently want to work on. The window below shows a project window with multiple projects in it. Let's consider that for now, we need to work on only the first two projects and resting the two projects is just a distraction. Some ProjectsTo manage these project options, close the project
unnecessarily. After right-click in the project window and select Project Groups. In the project group window that opens, select New Group. Give the group your preferred name as shown below:New:New GroupNow, to verify the task is completed properly, reopen the closed project using File -&gt; Open Project. After the project is opened, right-click it in the Project window and reopen the Project Group
window. In the Project Group window, select the newly created group. This should close the previously closed project.4.11 Configuring the DatabaseNetbeans CONNECTION IDE is an all-in-one development environment in a real sense. It provides an integrated interface for managing database connections, testing REST services, servers and many other services shown in the image below. To connect to
a database, simply right-click Database and select a new connection. The Service Management windowSelect the database type and driver location in the window that opens and click Next. Enter the database details and click Finish to complete the database configuration. If the connection is successful, the relevant DB connection will be added to the database tree. The steps are shown below. Select
DriverDatabase Details ScreenThese connection can be used to interact with the database at any time. It is possible to execute and test queries in the IDE.4.12 ExceptionalFew feature of outstanding features that will come in handy with the Netbeans IDE is the visual editor for JavaFX and HTML projects. For example, create a new HTML file. Once a new HTML file is created, navigate to Window -&gt;
IDE Tools -&gt; Palette. This opens the Components window as shown below. The Html Editor visual components can be easily dragged and dropped into the editor window on the left. On adding the code to the left, it generates the component code automatically in the editor window. This makes it possible to easily put multiple components on the page quickly. After the component is inserted, open the
Properties window to edit all possible HTML properties for each component. The Properties window automatically links to the current component and displays its properties dynamically as shown below. HTML5 properties. In conclusionnetbeans IDE proved to be a very useful tool in terms of creation and management of large projects. The tutorial discussed in detail about all the basic steps that will be
needed to get started with the Netbeans IDE and make your development experience comfortable. We start with the installation of the IDE and understanding the user interface. Then we proceed to create the project and customize the interface further. Further.
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